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conducting multiple regression analysis using two variables. 

The paper next looks at the low profitability of Japanese regional banks by way of 
a global comparison of regional financial institutions in three major countries (the US, 
Germany, and Japan).

Then, the paper finally considers the public nature (and benefits) of banks which 
is often held up as a counterargument to the low profitability of regional banks. In view 
of the statement of public benefit that stipulated at Japanese Banking Law, the paper 
concludes that Japanese regional banks should undertake strategic restructuring to 
improve profitability for survival over the medium-to long-term.  
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and lending activities, and contribute to mitigating shareholder-creditor conflict. 
Second, based on a simplified model in Ono et al. [2018], the necessity of balance sheet 
adjustment by regional banks under the negative interest rate policy is pointed out. In 
particular, regional banks should increase cost structure flexibility and introduce fees on 
deposits.
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